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C∗-ALGEBRAS ASSOCIATED WITH REAL
MULTIPLICATION
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Abstract. Noncommutative tori with real multiplication are the ir-
rational rotation algebras that have special equivalence bimodules. Y.
Manin proposed the use of noncommutative tori with real multiplica-
tion as a geometric framework for the study of abelian class field theory
of real quadratic fields. In this paper, we consider the Cuntz-Pimsner
algebras constructed by special equivalence bimodules of irrational rota-
tion algebras. We shall show that associated C∗-algebras are simple and
purely infinite. We compute the K-groups of associated C∗-algebras and
show that these algebras are related to the solutions of Pell’s equation
and the unit groups of real quadratic fields. We consider the Morita
equivalent classes of associated C∗-algebras.
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1. Introduction
Let θ be an irrational number. An irrational rotation algebra Aθ is the
crossed product C∗-algebra for the action of the integers on the circle by
powers of the rotation by angle 2πθ. It is simple and has a unique normalized
trace τθ. These algebras are also called noncommutative tori and have been
classified up to C∗-isomorphism and Morita equivalence [14],[15].
Suppose that σ be a free and proper action of a locally compact group G
on a locally compact Haussdorff space X. Then X/σ is a locally compact
Haussdorff space and C0(X)⋊σG is Morita equivalent to C0(X/σ) (see [16]).
The action of the integers on the circle by powers of the rotation by angle
2πθ is free, but every orbit is dense and the orbit space (R/Z)/Zθ behaves
badly. By the fact above, we may consider an irrational rotation algebra
Aθ serves to represent a quotient space (R/Z)/Zθ. This idea is due to A.
Connes [3].
An elliptic curve Eω over C can be described as the quotient Eω ∼= C/(Z+
Zω) of the complex plane by a 2-dimensional lattice Z + Zω where we can
take Im(ω) > 0. Most elliptic curves over C have only the multiplication-by-
m endomorphisms. An elliptic curve Eω over C has extra endomorphisms
if and only if ω is in a imaginary quadratic field. In this case, an elliptic
curve Eω is said to have complex multiplication. Such curves have many
special properties. One of the important properties is that j-invariant and
torsion points of Eω generate a maximal abelian extension of a imaginary
quadratic field Q(ω). For real quadratic field, a similar description is not
known. By the idea above and regarding (R/Z)/Zθ as R/(Z + Zθ), Y.
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Manin proposed to use irrational rotation algebras corresponding to real
quadratic irrationalities as a replacement of elliptic curves with complex
multiplication. We shall explain there exist the analogous properties with
complex multiplication in the irrational rotation algebras.
Two C∗-algebras A and B are Morita equivalent if there exists an A-B-
equivalence bimodule. An A-B-equivalence bimodule is an A-B-bimodule
E which is simultaneously a full left Hilbert A-module under an A-valued
inner product A〈·, ·〉 and a full right Hilbert B-module under a B-valued
inner product 〈·, ·〉B , satisfying A〈ξ, η〉ζ = ξ〈η, ζ〉B for any ξ, η, ζ ∈ E . Let
α be an automorphism of a C∗-algebra A. We denote by Eα the vector
space A with the obvious left A-action and the obvious left A-valued inner
product. We define the right A-action on Eα by ξ ·a = ξα−1(a) for any ξ ∈ Eα
and a ∈ A, and the right A-valued inner product by 〈ξ, η〉A = α(ξ∗η) for
any ξ, η ∈ Eα. Then Eα is an A-A-equivalence bimodule. Hence equivalence
bimodules are regarded as a generalization of automorphisms of C∗-algebras.
The Picard group of C∗-algebra A is the set of isomorphic classes of the A-
A-equivalence bimodules [2]. It forms a group structure whose product is
defined by tensor product. Let α and β be automorphisms of A. Then Eα
is isomorphic to Eβ if and only if α is unitary equivalent to β. Moreover,
Eα ⊗ Eβ is isomorphic to Eβ◦α. Hence we obtain an anti-homomorphism of
Aut(A)/Inn(A) to the Picard group of A.
The equivalence bimodules of irrational rotation algebras are constructed
by M. Rieffel. These bimodules are defined as completions of Cc(R×Z/cZ)
or S(R× Z/cZ) with the certain actions of irrational rotation algebras [17],
[18]. There exists special Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodules in the case where θ
is a quadratic irrational number. In fact, K. Kodaka showed that if θ is not
a quadratic irrational number, then the Picard group of Aθ is isomorphic
to Aut(Aθ)/Inn(Aθ) and that if θ is a quadratic number, then the Picard
group of Aθ is isomorphic to a semidirect product of Aut(Aθ)/Inn(Aθ) with
Z [9]. We may consider that this is analogous to complex multiplication of
elliptic curve. Y. Manin called this real multiplication and proposed the use
of noncommutative tori with real multiplication as a geometric framework
for the study of abelian class field theory of real quadratic fields [10].
In this paper, we consider the Cuntz-Pimsner algebras constructed by the
equivalence bimodules of irrational rotation algebras, that are not generated
by automorphisms and show that these algebras are related to the solutions
of Pell’s equation and the unit groups of real quadratic fields.
In Section 2 we consider the Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodules. K. Kodaka
consider the Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodules as the automorphisms of Aθ ⊗K
where K is the C∗-algebras of all compact operators on a countably infinite
dimensional Hilbert space and determine the Picard groups of the irrational
rotation algebras in [9]. We consider the equivalence bimodules of irrational
rotation algebras neither as the completions of Cc(R×Z/cZ) (S(R×Z/cZ))
nor as the automorphisms of Aθ ⊗ K in this paper. If A is unital, then
an A-A-equivalence bimodule is a finitely generated projective A-module
as a right A-module. Note that we need to be careful with a left action.
We consider the Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodules from this viewpoint. But we
analyze the Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodules by the similar arguments in [9].
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In Section 3 we construct C∗-algebras from the bimodules considered in
Section 2. We show that these algebras are purely infinite, simple, nuclear
and in the UCT class.
In Section 4 we compute the K-groups of the associated C∗-algebras and
show that these groups are related to the solutions of Pell’s equation, where
Pell’s equation is x2 − Dy2 = ±4 for given an integer D, to be solved in
integers x and y. Moreover, we consider the Morita equivalent classes of
associated C∗-algebras.
2. Real multiplication
In this section, we shall consider Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodules and review
the result in [9] by the slightly different viewpoint. We refer the reader to
[1] for basic facts of C∗-algebras and equivalence bimodules.
We shall review equivalence bimodules of unital C∗-algebras. Let A be a
unital C∗-algebra. Then an A-A-equivalence bimodule E is a finitely gen-
erated projective A-module as a right module. Hence E is isomorphic to
qAn as a right Hilbert A-module, where q is a projection in Mn(A). A right
Hilbert A-module qAn has a structure of qMn(A)q-A-equivalence bimodule
with the obvious left qMn(A)q-action and the qMn(A)q-valued inner prod-
uct such that qMn(A)q〈q(ai)i, q(bi)i〉 = q(ajb∗k)j,kq for any ai, bi ∈ A. Since
E is an A-A-equivalence bimodule, qMn(A)q is isomorphic to A. Note that
the left A-action on qAn and the left A-valued inner product is dependent
on an isomorphism φ from A to qMn(A)q. Let α be an outer automorphism
of A and F be qAn with the left A-action such that a · ξ = φ ◦α(a)ξ for any
a ∈ A and ξ ∈ qAn. Then E is not isomorphic to F as an A-A-equivalence
bimodule. Therefore we need to be careful with an isomorphism from A to
qMn(A)q.
We shall consider the condition of q that qAnθ is an Aθ-Aθ-equivalence
bimodule. We need the following well-known fact.
Lemma 2.1. Let q1, q2 be projections in Aθ. If τθ(q1) ≥ τθ(q2) (resp.
τθ(q1) = τθ(q2)), then there exists a unitary element w in Aθ such that
q1 ≥ w∗q2w (resp. q1 = w∗q2w).
Let Trθ := τθ⊗Tr be the unnormalized trace on Mn(Aθ) where Tr is the
usual trace on MN (C). We have the following lemma (see [8]).
Lemma 2.2. If q is a proper projection inMn(Aθ) such that Trθ(q) = k(cθ+
d) where k is a natural number and c, d are integers such that gcd(c, d) = 1,
then
qMn(Aθ)q ∼= Mk(Aaθ+b
cθ+d
)
for any a, b ∈ Z such that ad− bc = ±1.
Since qAnθ is a qMn(Aθ)q-Aθ-equivalence bimodule, the condition of q is
equivalent to the condition that Trθ(q) = cθ+d where there exist integers a
and b such that aθ+b
cθ+d = θ by the lemma above. We consider the case where
θ is not a quadratic number. The following proposition is Corollary 9 in [9].
Proposition 2.3. Let θ be an irrational number and E be an Aθ-Aθ-
equivalence bimodule. Assume that θ is not a quadratic number. Then
there exists an automorphism α such that E is isomorphic to Eα.
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Proof. Let n be a natural number and q be a projection in Mn(Aθ) such
that E is isomorphic to qAnθ . We denote by φ an isomorphism from Aθ to
qMn(Aθ)q such that the left Aθ-action on qA
n
θ is defined by a · ξ = φ(a)ξ
for any a ∈ Aθ and ξ ∈ qAnθ . By the discussion above, there exist integers
a, b, c, d such that Trθ(q) = cθ + d and
aθ+b
cθ+d = θ. Since θ is not a quadratic
number, Trθ(q) = cθ + d = 1. Hence, there exists a unitary element w in
Mn(Aθ) such that w
∗qw = 1 ⊗ e11 where e11 is a rank one projection in
Mn(C) by Lemma 2.1. Since w
∗qwAnθ where the left Aθ-action is defined by
a · ξ = w∗φ(a)wξ for any a ∈ Aθ and ξ ∈ w∗qwAnθ is isomorphic to qAnθ , E is
isomorphic to (1⊗e11)Anθ . It is easy to see that (1⊗e11)Anθ is isomorphic to
Aθ where the left Aθ-action is defined by a · b = w∗φ(a)wb for any a, b ∈ Aθ.
Therefore the proof is complete. 
We consider the case where θ is a quadratic irrational number. We may
assume that θ satisfies kθ2+lθ+m = 0 with a natural number k and integers
l,m such that gcd(k, l,m) = 1. The equation is uniquely determined. Let
Dθ = l
2 − 4km be the discriminant of θ. The following fact is well-known
(see [5] and [8](Remark 7)).
Fact 2.4. Let θ be a quadratic number. Then there exists a real number ǫ0
such that
{cθ + d; aθ + b
cθ + d
= θ, a, b, c, d ∈ Z, ad− bc = ±1} = {±ǫn0 ;n ∈ Z}.
The number ǫ0 is only dependent on Dθ.
We may assume ǫ0 > 1. A real number ǫ0 is called a fundamental unit. It
is known that the set {±ǫm0 ;m ∈ Z} is the unit groups (invertible elements)
of Z[kθ] which is an order of a real quadratic field Q(θ). Especially, if either
Dθ ≡ 1 (mod 4) is square free, or Dθ ≡ 8 or 12 modulo 16 and Dθ/4 is
square free, then Z[kθ] is a ring of integers of Q(θ). We obtain the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.5. Let θ be a quadratic number with kθ2 + lθ + m = 0,
and let q be a projection in Mn(Aθ) for n ∈ N. Then qAn is an Aθ-Aθ-
equivalence bimodule if and only if Trθ(q) is a unit (an invertible element)
in Z[kθ] which is an order of a real quadratic field Q(θ).
Since Trθ(q) is a positive number, we have
{Trθ(q); qAnθ is an Aθ −Aθ − equivalence bimodule} = {ǫm0 ;m ∈ Z}.
We shall consider the relation between the Picard groups of the irrational
rotation algebras and the unit groups of the real quadratic fields. We shall
show that Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodules are simple form.
Lemma 2.6. Let E be a Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodule. Then there exist a
projection q ∈ Aθ and an isomorphism φ from A to qAθq such that E is
isomorphic to qAθ with the obvious right Aθ-action, the obvious right Aθ-
valued inner product, the left Aθ-action such that a · qb = φ(a)b and the left
Aθ-valued inner product such that Aθ〈pa, pb〉 = φ−1(pab∗p) or Aθq with the
obvious left Aθ-action, the obvious left Aθ-valued inner product, the right
Aθ-action such that pb · a = bφ(a) and the right Aθ-valued inner product
such that 〈ap, bp〉Aθ = φ−1(pa∗bp) for any a, b ∈ Aθ.
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Proof. There exist a natural number n and a projection q ∈ Mn(Aθ) such
that E is isomorphic to qAnθ . We denote by ρ an isomorphism from Aθ to
qMn(Aθ)q such that the left Aθ-action of qA
n
θ is defined by a · ξ = ρ(a)ξ for
any a ∈ Aθ and ξ ∈ qAnθ .
(1) The case Trθ(q) ≤ 1.
By Lemma 2.1, there exists a unitary element w in Mn(Aθ) such that
w∗qw = q′ ⊗ e11 where e11 is a rank one projection in Mn(C) and q′ is
a projection in Aθ. Since w
∗qwAnθ where the left Aθ-action is defined by
a · ξ = w∗ρ(a)wξ for any a ∈ Aθ and ξ ∈ w∗qwAnθ is isomorphic to qAnθ , E is
isomorphic to (q′ ⊗ e11)Anθ . It is easy to see that (q′ ⊗ e11)Anθ is isomorphic
to q′Aθ.
(2) The case Trθ(q) ≥ 1.
By Lemma 2.1, there exists a unitary element w in Mn(Aθ) such that
w∗qw ≥ 1⊗e11. It is easy to see that w∗qwMn(Aθ)(1⊗e11) is isomorphic to
w∗qwAnθ . Hence E is isomorphic to w∗qwMn(Aθ)(1 ⊗ e11). Since w∗qw(1⊗
e11) = 1 ⊗ e11, E is isomorphic to w∗qwMn(Aθ)w∗qw(1 ⊗ e11). Define a
map ψ from Aθ to w
∗qwMn(Aθ)w∗qw by ψ(a) = w∗ρ(a)w for any a ∈ Aθ.
Then ψ is an isomorphism from Aθ to w
∗qwMn(Aθ)w∗qw. Therefore E
is isomorphic to Aθψ
−1(1 ⊗ e11) where the right Aθ-action is defined by
bψ−1(1⊗ e11) · a = bψ−1(a⊗ e11) for any a, b ∈ Aθ. 
Remark 2.7. (1) By the proof, Aθq1 is isomorphic to q2A
n
θ such that
Trθ(q2) = τθ(q1)
−1.
(2) Lemma 2.6 is important in the next section.
We denote by Eθ,φ,q (resp. Fθ,φ,q) the Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodule qAθ
with the left Aθ-action such that a · qb = φ(a)b (resp. Aθq with the right
Aθ-action such that bq · a = bφ(a)) for any a, b ∈ Aθ. We called Eθ,φ,q and
Fθ,φ,q real multiplication in the case q 6= 1. We shall consider the Picard
groups of irrational rotation algebras.
Proposition 2.8. Let q1 and q2 be projections in Aθ such that Aθ is isomor-
phic to q1Aθq1 and q2Aθq2. Assume that φ1 (resp. φ2) is an isomorphism
from Aθ to q1Aθq1 (resp. q2Aθq2). Then Eθ,φ1,q1 ⊗ Eθ,φ2,q2 is isomorphic to
Eθ,φ2◦φ1,q where q is a projection in Aθ such that τθ(q) = τθ(q1)τθ(q2). More-
over, Eθ,φ1,q1 ⊗Fθ,φ1,q1 and Fθ,φ1,q1 ⊗ Eθ,φ1,q1 are isomorphic to Aθ with the
obvious actions and the inner products.
Proof. Let q = φ2(q1). Then τθ(q) = τθ(q1)τθ(q2) and q ≤ q2. Define
a map F from Eθ,φ1,q1 ⊗ Eθ,φ2,q2 to Eθ,φ2◦φ1,q by F (q1a ⊗ q2b) = qφ2(a)b
for any a, b ∈ Aθ and extend it by the universality. Since qq2 = q, if
q1⊗q2a = q1⊗q2b, then qa = qb. Hence F is well-defined. Easy computations
show that F is an isomorphism of equivalence bimodule. Since Fθ,φ1,q1 is a
dual module of Eθ,φ1,q1, Eθ,φ1,q1⊗Fθ,φ1,q1 and Fθ,φ1,q1⊗Eθ,φ1,q1 are isomorphic
to Aθ with the obvious actions and the inner products. 
K. Kodaka showed that if θ is a quadratic number, then the Picard group
of Aθ is isomorphic to a semidirect product of Aut(Aθ)/Inn(Aθ) with Z [9].
By Remark 2.7 and Proposition 2.8, Z part is related to the unit group of
Z[kθ] which is an order of a real quadratic field Q(θ). This is shown by
another method in [11].
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3. Associated C∗-algebras
In this section, we construct C∗-algebras associated with real multipli-
cation. We show that these algebras are simple and purely infinite. We
recall Cuntz-Pimsner algebras [13]. Let A be a C∗-algebra and E be a right
Hilbert A-module. For ξ, η ∈ E , the rank one operator Θξ,η is defined by
Θξ,η(ζ) = ξ〈η, ζ〉A for any ζ ∈ E . We denote by BA(E) the algebra of the
adjointable operators on E and by KA(E) the closure of the linear span of
rank one operators of E . We say that E is a Hilbert bimodule over A if E
is a right Hilbert A-module with a homomorphism φ : A → BA(E). We
assume that E is full and φ is injective. We define IE = φ−1(KA(E)). The
Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OE is the universal C∗-algebra generated by A and
{Sξ; ξ ∈ E} with the following relation
Sαξ+βη = αSξ + βSη, aSξb = Sφ(a)ξb, S
∗
ξSη = 〈ξ, η〉A
for any a, b ∈ A, ξ, η ∈ E , α, β ∈ C and
iK(φ(a)) = a
for a ∈ IE , where iK : IE → OE is defined by iK(Θξ,η) = SξS∗η . We shall con-
sider the Cuntz-Pimsner algebras generated by the equivalence bimodules of
irrational rotation algebras, that are not generated by automorphisms. By
Lemma 2.6, the equivalence bimodule of irrational rotation algebra is iso-
morphic to Eθ,φ,q or Fθ,φ,q. It is easy to see that the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra
generated by Eθ,φ,q is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra generated by
Fθ,φ,q. We denote by OqAθ,φ the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra generated by Eθ,φ,q.
Since Eθ,φ,q is an equivalence bimodule, KAθ (Eθ,φ,q) is isomorphic to Aθ and
SξS
∗
η =Aθ 〈ξ, η〉 for ξ, η ∈ Eθ,φ,q. Hence OqAθ,φ is the universal C∗-algebra
generated by Aθ and Sq with the following relation; for a ∈ Aθ,
aSq = Sqφ(a), S
∗
qSq = 〈q, q〉Aθ = q, SqS∗q =Aθ 〈q, q〉 = φ−1(q) = 1.
Therefore OqAθφ is isomorphic to the conner endomorphism crossed product
Aθ ⋊φ N. Note that φ is regarded as an endomorphism such that φ : Aθ →
qAθq ⊆ Aθ.
Theorem 3.1. Let Eθ,q,φ be an Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodule that is not
generated by automorphisms. Then the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OqAθ ,φ gen-
erated by Eθ,q,φ is purely infinite, simple, nuclear and in the UCT class.
Proof. By [19] (Theorem 3.1.), OqAθ,φ is simple and purely infinite because
Aθ is a simple unital C
∗-algebra of real rank zero and with the property of
Lemma 2.1. Since Aθ is nuclear and in the UCT class, OqAθ ,φ is nuclear and
in the UCT class. 
The isomorphism class of C∗-algebra OqAθ,φ is completely determined by
the K-group together with the class of the unit by the classification theorem
by Kirchberg-Phillips [7], [12]. Especially, the Morita equivalence class of
C∗-algebra OqAθ,φ is completely determined by the K-group.
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4. K-groups
In this section, we compute the K-group of OqAθ,φ. Let DEθ,q,φ be the
linking algebra of Eθ,q,φ. The linking algebra of DEθ,q,φ is the following form:
DEθ,q,φ = {
(
x ξ
η y
)
;x ∈ K(Eθ,q,φ) = qAθq, y ∈ Aθ, ξ ∈ Eθ,q,φ, η ∈ E∗θ,q,φ}
where E∗θ,q,φ is a dual module of Eθ,q,φ. The linking algebra DEθ,q,φ has the
unique normalized trace TrD such that
TrD(
(
x ξ
η y
)
) =
τθ(x) + τθ(y)
1 + τθ(q)
.
The natural embeddings are denoted by
iK(Eθ,q,φ) : KAθ(Eθ,q,φ)→ DEθ,q,φ , iAθ : Aθ → DEθ,q,φ , i : IEθ,q,φ → Aθ.
By [6] (Proposition B.3.), the inclusion iAθ : Aθ → DEθ,q,φ induces an iso-
morphism on the K-groups. We can define a map K∗([Eθ,q,φ]) : K∗(IEθ,q,φ)→
K∗(Aθ) by the composition of the map K∗(φ) induced by the restriction of
φ to IEθ,q,φ , the map K∗(iK(Eθ,q,φ)) induced by iK(Eθ,q,φ) and the inverse of
the isomorphism K∗(iAθ ). We have the following exact sequence [6]
K0(IEθ,q,φ)
K0(i)−K0([Eθ,q,φ])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ K0(Aθ) −−−−→ K0(OqAθ,φ)x y
K1(OqAθ ,φ) ←−−−− K1(Aθ) ←−−−−−−−−−−−−
K1(i)−K1([Eθ,q,φ])
K1(IEq,φ)
.
Since Eθ,q,φ is an equivalence bimodule, K∗(iK(Eθ,q,φ)) is an isomorphism and
IEθ,q,φ = Aθ. Therefore K∗([Eθ,q,φ]) ∈ GL(2,Z) because K0(Aθ) ∼= K1(Aθ) ∼=
Z2 and K∗(φ) is an isomorphism. By [4], there exists an automorphism α of
Aθ such that K1(α) = g for any g ∈ GL(2,Z). Hence K1([Eθ,q,φ]) is depend
on φ and can be any element in GL(2,Z). Let Bθ,q,φ = K1(i)−K1([Eθ,q,φ]).
We shall consider K0([Eθ,q,φ]).
Proposition 4.1. Let Eθ,q,φ be an Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodule such that
τθ(q) = cθ + d for c, d ∈ Z and 0 < θ < 1. Then there exist integers a and b
such that aθ+b
cθ+d = θ and K0([Eθ,q,φ]) =
(
d b
c a
)
for some basis of Z2.
Proof. We can choose < [1], [p] > where τθ(p) = θ as a basis of K0(Aθ) [14],
[15]. Since K0(iAθ ) is an isomorphism, < [iAθ (1)], [iAθ (p)] > is a basis of
K0(DEθ,q,φ). Easy computations show that TrD(iK(Eθ,q,φ)(φ(1))) =
τθ(q)
1+τθ(q)
,
TrD(iK(Eθ,q,φ)(φ(p))) =
θτθ(q)
1+τθ(q)
, TrD(iAθ (1)) =
1
1+τθ(q)
and TrD(iAθ(p)) =
θ
1+τθ(q)
. Let K0([Eθ,q,φ]) =
(
x11 x12
x21 x22
)
for a basis < [1], [p] >. Then we
have
τθ(q)
1 + τθ(q)
=
x11 + x21θ
1 + τθ(q)
,
θτθ(q)
1 + τθ(q)
=
x12 + x22θ
1 + τθ(q)
.
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By the discussion in Section 2, there exist integers a and b such that aθ+b
cθ+d =
θ. Therefore we have x11 = d, x12 = c, x21 = b and x22 = a. 
By the proposition above, we shall show some examples.
Example 4.2. Let θ = −1+
√
5
2 and q be a projection in Aθ such that τθ(q) =
−1+√5
2 = θ. Then
−θ+1
θ
= θ and K0([Eθ,q,φ]) =
(
0 1
1 −1
)
. By the exact
sequence, we have
K0(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= ker(Bθ,q,φ), K1(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= Z2/Im(Bθ,q,φ).
Example 4.3. Let θ = 5+
√
5
10 and q be a projection in Aθ such that τθ(q) =
−1+√5
2 = 5θ − 3. Then 2θ−15θ−3 = θ and K0([Eθ,q,φ]) =
( −3 −1
5 2
)
. By the
exact sequence, we have
K0(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= ker(Bθ,q,φ), K1(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= Z2/Im(Bθ,q,φ).
Example 4.4. Let θ = −1+
√
5
2 and q be a projection in Aθ such that τθ(q) =√
5− 2 = 2θ − 1. Then −3θ+22θ−1 = θ and K0([Eθ,q,φ]) =
( −1 2
2 −3
)
. By the
exact sequence, we have
K0(OqAθ,φ) ∼= Z/2Z⊕ Z/2Z⊕ ker(Bθ,q,φ), K1(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= Z2/Im(Bθ,q,φ).
We shall consider the condition of θ1, θ2, q1, q2 that Oq1Aθ1 ,φ1 is Morita
equivalent to Oq2Aθ2 ,φ2 . The following proposition is natural.
Proposition 4.5. Let Eθ1,q1,φ1 be an Aθ1-Aθ1-equivalence bimodule and
Eθ2,q2,φ2 be an Aθ2-Aθ2-equivalence bimodule such that Aθ1 is Morita equiv-
alent to Aθ2 and τθ(q1) = τθ(q2). Assume that Z
2/Im((Bθ1,q1,φ1) is isomor-
phic to Z2/Im(Bθ2,q2,φ2). Then Oq1Aθ1 ,φ1 is Morita equivalent to Oq2Aθ2 ,φ2 .
Proof. We can assume that 0 < θ1, θ2 < 1. Since Aθ1 is Morita equivalent
to Aθ2 , there exists g ∈ GL(2,Z) such that θ1 = gθ2 by [15]. There ex-
ist c1, c2, d1, d2 ∈ Z such that τθ1(q1) = τθ2(q2) = c1θ1 + d1 = c2θ2 + d2.
The discussion in Section 2 shows that there exists a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ Z such
that
(
a1 b1
c1 d1
)
θ1 = θ1 and
(
a2 b2
c2 d2
)
θ2 = θ2. By the computation, we
have g
(
a2 b2
c2 d2
)
g−1 =
(
a1 b1
c1 d1
)
. Hence Ker(K0(i) − K0([Eθ1,q1,φ1 ]))
is isomorphic to Ker(K0(i)−K0([Eθ2,q2,φ2 ])) and Im(K0(i)−K0([Eθ1,q1,φ1 ]))
is isomorphic to Im(K0(i) − K0([Eθ2,q2,φ2 ])) by Proposition 4.1. Therefore
the K-group of Oq1Aθ1 ,φ1 is isomorphic to the K-group of Oq2Aθ2 ,φ2 . Conse-
quently, Oq1Aθ1 ,φ1 is Morita equivalent to Oq2Aθ2 ,φ2 . 
We shall show that the K-group of OqAθ,φ is related to Pell’s equation. We
review elementary number theory. Let θ be a quadratic irrational number.
We may assume that θ satisfies kθ2 + lθ + m = 0 with a natural number
k and integers l,m such that gcd(k, l,m) = 1. The equation is uniquely
determined. Let
(
a b
c d
)
be an element in GL(2,Z) such that aθ+b
cθ+d = θ.
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Then the
(
a b
c d
)
can be written in the form
(
a b
c d
)
=
(
t+lu
2 ku
−mu t−lu2
)
where t, u are integers such that
t2 −Dθu2 = 4 if ad− bc = 1
t2 −Dθu2 = −4 if ad− bc = −1.
The equation above is called Pell’s equation. By the above, cθ+d = t+u
√
Dθ
2 .
Especially, if t, u > 0 are minimum integers satisfying one of the equations
above, then t+u
√
Dθ
2 is a fundamental unit. We shall determine the K-group
of OqAθ ,φ.
Theorem 4.6. Let Eθ,q,φ be Aθ-Aθ-equivalence bimodule such that τθ(q) =
t+u
√
Dθ
2 where Dθ is a discriminant of θ. Define Bθ,q,φ = K1(i)−K1([Eθ,q,φ]).
Then Bθ,q,φ can be any element in {1− g; g ∈ GL(2,Z)} by the choice of φ
and we have the following.
(1) If t2 −Dθu2 = 4, then
K0(OqAθ,φ) ∼= Z/s1Z⊕Z/
2− t
s1
Z⊕ker(Bθ,q,φ), K1(OqAθ,φ) ∼= Z2/Im(Bθ,q,φ)
where s1 is a maximal integer such that 2 − t = es21 and u = fs1 for some
e, f ∈ Z.
(2) If t2 −Dθu2 = −4 then
K0(OqAθ,φ) ∼= Z/s2Z⊕ Z/
t
s2
Z⊕ ker(Bθ,q,φ), K1(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= Z2/Im(Bθ,q,φ)
where s2 is a maximal integer such that t = es
2
2 and u = fs2 for some
e, f ∈ Z.
Proof. We may consider 0 < θ < 1. Let θ′ =
(
0 1
1 1
)
θ and q′ be a projec-
tion in Aθ′ such that τθ′(q
′) = τθ(q). Then there exists g ∈ GL(2,Z) such
that K0(i) −K0([Eθ,q,φ]) = g−1(K0(i) −K0([Eθ′,q′,φ]))g by Proposition 4.5.
It is easy to see that m(θ′)2 + (l +m)θ + k + l +m = 0 and 0 < θ′ < 1.
Proof of (1).
The equation t2 − Dθu2 = 4 gives e(2 + t) = −f2Dθ. It is easy to see
that es1 is an odd number if and only if t is an odd number and Dθ is
an odd number if and only if l is an odd number. From these, we see
that es1−lf2 and
es1+lf
2 are integers by elementary computations. There-
fore there exist integers x11, x12, x21, x22 such that K0(i) − K0([Eθ,q,φ]) =(
1− t−lu2 −ku
mu 1− t+lu2
)
= s1
(
x11 x12
x21 x22
)
. The greatest common divi-
sor of the matrix elements of K0(i) − K0([Eθ,q,φ]) is equal to the great-
est common divisor of the matrix elements of K0(i) − K0([Eθ′,q′,φ]) be-
cause K0(i) − K0([Eθ,q,φ]) = g−1(K0(i) − K0([Eθ′,q′,φ]))g. Since K0(i) −
K0([Eθ′,q′,φ]) =
(
1− t−(l+m)u2 −mu
(k + l +m)u 1− t+(l+m)u2
)
and gcd(k,m, k + l+m) =
10 NORIO NAWATA
1, gcd(x11, x12, x21, x22) = 1. An easy computation shows that det(K0(i) −
K0([Eθ,q,φ])) = 2−t. Hence there exists g1, g2 ∈ GL(2,Z) such that g1(K0(i)−
K0([Eθ,q,φ]))g2 =
(
s1 0
0 2−t
s1
)
. By the exact sequence, the proof is com-
plete.
Proof of (2).
By an easy computation, det(K0(i)−K0([Eθ,q,φ])) = −t. It is proved in the
similar way of (1). 
We shall show some examples.
Example 4.7. Let θ = −1+
√
5
2 and q be a projection in Aθ such that τθ(q) =
3−√5
2 . Then we have
K0(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= ker(Bθ,q,φ), K1(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= Z2/Im(Bθ,q,φ).
Example 4.8. Let θ =
√
5 − 2 and q be a projection in Aθ such that
τθ(q) =
√
5− 2 = −4+
√
20
2 . Then we have
K0(OqAθ ,φ) ∼= Z/4Z ⊕ ker(Bθ,q,φ), K1(OqAθ,φ) ∼= Z2/Im(Bθ,q,φ).
Therefore OqAθ ,φ is not Morita equivalent to the C∗-algebra in Example 4.4.
The following corollary is an extension of Proposition 4.5.
Corollary 4.9. Let Eθ1,q1,φ1 be an Aθ1-Aθ1-equivalence bimodule and Eθ2,q2,φ2
be an Aθ2-Aθ2-equivalence bimodule such that Dθ1 = Dθ2 and τθ(q1) =
τθ(q2). Assume that Z
2/Im((Bθ1,q1,φ1) is isomorphic to Z
2/Im(Bθ2,q2,φ2).
Then Oq1Aθ1 ,φ1 is Morita equivalent to Oq2Aθ2 ,φ2 .
Remark 4.10. Let θ1 =
√
10 − 3 and θ2 = 2+
√
10
3 . Then Dθ1 = Dθ2 = 40
and Aθ1 is not Morita equivalent to Aθ2 .(This fact is related to the fact
class number of Q(
√
10) is two.) Therefore Corollary 4.9 is an extension of
Proposition 4.5.
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